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MÖSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY IN THE MATERIALS
SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

   The paper is aimed at the review of the basic features of the Mössbauer spectroscopy and
its application in the selected areas of the materials science with the particular attention
paid to the physics of magnetically ordered alloys containing iron. Hence properties of the

keV14.41   single photon transition connecting the ground state with the first excited state
of Fe57  are discussed more thoroughly. Furthermore some examples of the spectra
obtained for the Feα −  doped randomly with diluted non-magnetic impurities are shown
and discussed in the light of information stemming from.
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1. FUNDAMENTALS OF THE MÖSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY

   Heavier stable atomic nuclei are tightly bound systems of neutrons and protons. Such systems
exhibit many quasi-stationary energy levels above the ground level. Transitions between these
levels can occur in particular by absorption or emission of single photons from the γ-ray energy
range. Excited states can be populated during decay of the suitably chosen radioactive precursor
having relatively long lifetime. An example of such decay is shown in somewhat simplified
manner in Figure 1 for radioactive Co57  decaying via the electron capture into stable Fe57 , the
latter having about at.% 2  abundance in the natural iron [1].

Figure 1 Somewhat simplified decay scheme of Co57  is shown.

   The line connecting ground state of the daughter nucleus with
its first excited state is particularly useful in the Mössbauer
spectroscopy. The energy of the excited state amounts to

keV  14.41  above the ground state. The electron capture occurs
mainly from the K-shell, while the average lifetime of the
precursor is about 390 days. A transition in question is strongly
converted, but one has still many events with the emission of
single photon. One has to remember that emission of the
energetic photon results in the recoil of the emitting atom.
Hence the photon carries somewhat lower energy than the
energy of the transition. However for the emitting atoms being
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embedded in the condensed matter one can expect some fraction of the photons to be emitted
without recoil, as for these photons the recoil momentum is transferred to the condensed body as
a whole resulting in the negligible recoil energy. The energy spread of the recoilless radiation is
defined by the lifetime of the excited state, and this spread is extremely small compared to the
transition energy and several orders of magnitude smaller than the recoil energy. The best source
for the case considered is made of thin rhodium foil with several p.p.m. of Co57  dissolved in. A
dilution should be sufficient to avoid the resonant self-absorption. Photons emitted without recoil
could be absorbed easily by atoms of Fe57 , the latter being embedded in some solid state matrix.
Subsequent decay is strongly converted and hence the beam is strongly attenuated provided the
photon energy matches excitation energy of the resonant nucleus. The energy of the photons
emitted from the source could be modulated within the narrow band applying the (first order)
Doppler shift along the beam, i.e., by moving the source along the line connecting source and the
investigated absorber. A detector of the transmitted photons is placed behind the absorber, the
latter being the sample investigated. The count-rate is registered versus applied velocity, the
latter being of the order of several mm/s. Figure 2 shows basic principles of the above
arrangement being the simplest Mössbauer spectrometer [2].

Figure 2 Basic principle of the Mössbauer spectrometer
arrangement.

   The motion of the source is of course periodic with
the period being many orders of magnitude greater
than the lifetime of the excited nuclear state. The
number of counts accumulated versus applied velocity

can be expressed as follows after many cycles provided the geometry is close to perfect [3]:
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The above expression is called transmission integral. The symbol v  stands for the applied
velocity, 0B  stands for the number of counts per data channel far off the resonance, sf  denotes
recoilless fraction of the source, λ  accounts for the detector signal other than due to the
Mössbauer transition, and sΓ  stands for the line width of the recoilless beam. The symbol At
denotes dimensionless thickness of the absorber for the absorption of the recoilless beam, and
finally )(ωL  denotes the resonant absorption profile being investigated. All “energy” units are
converted here to the velocity units applying the first order Doppler shift transformation.

2. HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS

   Hyperfine interactions are interactions between nuclear electric and magnetic moments and the
corresponding derivatives of either electric or magnetic fields in the vicinity of the nucleus. The
scalar term is described by the local interaction between nuclear electric charge density and the
electric field (scalar) potential due to the non-vanishing electron density within the nuclear
volume. The nuclear charge distribution is different in the respective nuclear states involved, i.e.
it is different in the ground state as compared to the excited state. On the other hand, the electron
density in the nucleus is usually different in the source in comparison with the absorber. Hence
transition energies are slightly different for the source and the absorber leading to the isomer
shift. The isomer shift is a powerful tool to look upon valence states. A transition energy is
additionally red shifted due to the violent motion of the atom around the equilibrium position in
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the solid. Hence the position of the resonance is additionally shifted provided mean squared
velocities of the above motion are different in the source from that in the absorber. The latter
phenomenon is called second order Doppler shift and it is strongly dependent upon temperature
difference between source and the absorber.

   Other hyperfine interaction of the measurable strength is the electric quadrupole splitting of the
nuclear level due to the interaction between the spectroscopic nuclear electric quadrupole
moment and the electric field gradient on the average nuclear position. In order to see the
quadrupole splitting it is required to have nuclear spin 2

1>I , non-vanishing nuclear quadrupole
moment Q  and the local symmetry around the resonant atom lower than cubic. The electric field
gradient is a second order symmetric and traceless tensor. Hence it could be transformed to the
diagonal form leading to the two non-trivial components in the three dimensional configuration
space. If one has a triple axis on the nuclear site at least the above tensor is axially symmetric in
its eigen components, and hence it is described by single parameter. The electric quadrupole
interaction is responsible for partial lifting of the degeneracy of the nuclear levels. For non-axial
tensors degeneracy could be lifted completely provided the nuclear spin is even. Otherwise
double degeneracy called Kramers degeneracy remains.

   Degeneracy could be lifted completely by the magnetic dipole interaction being the last term of
the measurable strength. This is an interaction between nuclear magnetic dipole moment density
and the surrounding magnetic induction field. In order to be seen one needs non-zero nuclear
spin. Time independent (stationary) hyperfine interactions could be described by the following
Hamiltonian provided the semi-classical approximation applies, i.e., all external fields could be
treated in a classical way [4]:
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Here the symbol 0α  stands for the dipole magnetic coupling constant, while the symbols xI , yI
and zI  stand for the nuclear spin projection operators on the principal (orthogonal) axes of the
electric field gradient tensor { }xyz , respectively. Angles θ  and φ  stand for the polar and
azimuthal angles of the magnetic field vector in the above co-ordinates, respectively. The symbol

QA  denotes the quadrupole coupling constant, 2I  stands for the operator of the total nuclear spin
squared, while η  stands for the asymmetry parameter of the electric field gradient tensor in the
above co-ordinates. Finally S  denotes total shift, i.e., the sum of the isomer shift and the second
order Doppler shift, and the symbol 1  stands for the unit operator in the spin space. One has
separate Hamiltonians for the excited and ground state, respectively. In fact a total shift can be
moved to one of them – usually to the excited state Hamiltonian.

   For completely random sample (isotropic) and pure transition (M1 for the case considered) one
can calculate transition intensities in terms of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and eigenvectors
of the respective Hamiltonians. Line positions could be expressed in terms of the respective
eigenvalues. Hence the absorption profile )(ωL  could be calculated in the straightforward
manner for such simple situation. For the case considered here it is expressible in terms of the
Lorentzian lines provided the line width of the absorber AΓ  is introduced. Several cases
applicable to the transition discussed here are shown in Figure 3 [2]. It is assumed that the
electric field gradient tensor is axially symmetric with the principal axis being parallel to the
direction of the magnetic field. For such case respective Hamiltonians remain diagonal in the
basis 〉Im| , where m  stands for the nuclear magnetic quantum number either in the ground or in
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the excited state. For the case shown excited state spin equals 2
3 , while the ground state spin

equals 2
1 .

Figure 3 Hyperfine levels for Fe57  in the case of bare nucleus,
nucleus embedded in the spherically symmetric atom, upon
having applied axially symmetric electric field gradient (EFG)
to the above atom, and finally upon addition to the previous
configuration magnetic field (B) parallel to the main axis of the
EFG. Allowed transitions leading from ground to the excited
state are shown by arrows.

   Usually things are more complex as various nuclei
might have different hyperfine interactions due to various
surroundings. Hence one can expect distributions of the
hyperfine interactions, the latter leading to the
superposition of various absorption profiles. In the
metallic systems electric quadrupole interactions are often
weak due to the strong screening by the itinerant electrons

forming conduction band.

3. SPECTRA OF IRON DOPED WITH NON-MAGNETIC IMPURITIES

   The natural Feα −  has BCC structure and it orders ferromagnetically at ambient temperature.
Due to the cubic symmetry there is no electric quadrupole interaction. Atomic magnetic
moments are fairly localised and strongly coupled via the exchange interaction. Spins of the
itinerant electrons are polarised to some extent and they contribute to the exchange forces. The
hyperfine magnetic field acting on the iron nuclei is mainly due to the Fermi contact term at the
position of the nucleus. A contact spin density is generated in majority by the polarised s-like
electrons the latter belonging either to the atomic core or to the conduction band. Similar
statements apply to the electron charge density on the nucleus. In addition to core electrons of
the s-like character at most one has a similar contribution from the itinerant s-like electrons.
Upon having applied Co(Rh)57  source kept at room temperature and keeping absorber at
approximately the same temperature ( Feα −  is not far from the magnetic saturation at room
temperature) observed shift is generated mainly by the isomer shift as the second order Doppler
shift is very small in such circumstances.

   Upon having replaced some iron atoms by diluted randomly distributed non-magnetic
impurities one can observe changes in the electron spin (hyperfine magnetic field) and charge
density (isomer shift) on the iron nuclei caused by the particular impurities due to the
perturbation of the conduction band in the vicinity of impurities. The effect is algebraically
additive to the first order approximation, and the perturbation depends on the distance between
resonant nucleus and the impurity. Individual impurities are usually seen to the third nearest
neighbour shell at most.

   Figure 4 shows spectra of the ccRuFe1−  alloys, where c  stands for the ruthenium
concentration. Negative velocities correspond to the source receding from the absorber, while
positive velocities correspond to the source approaching absorber. For the highest ruthenium
concentration one can see precipitates of the paramagnetic FCC FeRuγ −  phase contributing
about % 61.  to the resonant absorption profile [5].
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Figure 4 Mössbauer spectra of the cc RuFe −1  alloys shown
versus ruthenium concentration.

   The highest spectrum is simply the spectrum of the pure
iron. One can see subsequent evolution of the spectral
shape upon having added more and more ruthenium. One
can use these spectral shapes to estimate perturbation to
the electron spin and charge density on the iron nucleus
versus distance from the ruthenium impurity to the iron
nucleus. It appears that individual ruthenium impurities
are recognised till the third co-ordination shell in the iron
BCC lattice.

   On the other hand, Figure 5 [5] shows perturbations of
the electron spin density on the iron nucleus 〉∆〈− B
plotted versus relative distance from the ruthenium
impurity a/r  with r  being the distance from the
impurity and a  standing for the lattice constant of the unit
cell. Use of the relative distance allows for circumventing
problem of the lattice expansion with addition of
ruthenium. The above perturbation is expressed in the
units of the hyperfine induction magnetic field. A
negative sign follows from the rules of adding core and
itinerant contributions to the final value of the hyperfine
field. Similarly 〉∆〈− S  stands for the corresponding
electron density perturbation on the iron nucleus. It is
expressed in the isomer shift units. A negative sign in this
case follows from the fact that the excited state of the
nucleus used has more compressed nuclear charge in
comparison with the ground state. Data shown are
averaged over all non-zero ruthenium concentrations
investigated. Hence they are independent of the ruthenium

concentration.

Figure 5 Electron spin density and electron density
perturbation around ruthenium impurity in iron plotted
versus relative distance from the ruthenium impurity.

   It is interesting to note that these perturbations have
character of the damped oscillations with the quasi-
periods being incommensurate with the lattice period.
Quasi-periods of the spin and charge oscillations are
mutually incommensurate as well.

   Such fine details are accessible thanks to the local
character of the Mössbauer spectroscopy and thanks to
relatively high sensitivity to the electron charge and
spin density fluctuations. Actually spin densities could
be even more accurately investigated by the nuclear
magnetic resonance, but the latter method is
completely insensitive to the charge density, as it
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involves single nuclear state in contrast to the Mössbauer spectroscopy where two different
nuclear states are involved. Hence Mössbauer spectroscopy allows to measure simultaneously
both of the spin and charge density perturbations as shown above.
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SPEKTROSKOPIA MÖSSBAUEROWSKA W NAUCE O MATERIAŁACH
I INŻYNIERII MATERIAŁOWEJ

   Praca jest przeglądem podstawowych cech spektroskopii mössbauerowskiej i jej
zastosowań w wybranych obszarach nauki o materiałach ze szczególnym uwzględnieniem
fizyki magnetycznie uporządkowanych stopów zawierających żelazo. Z tego powodu
własności linii jedno fotonowej keV14,41   łączącej stan podstawowy Fe57  z jego
pierwszym stanem wzbudzonym są omówione bardziej szczegółowo. Ponadto pokazano
przykłady widm dla Feα −  domieszkowanego stochastycznie rozcieńczonymi
niemagnetycznymi domieszkami. Przykłady te przedyskutowano w świetle informacji jakie
można otrzymać z widm mössbauerowskich.

SŁOWA KLUCZOWE: spektroskopia mössbauerowska, nauka o materiałach, domieszkowane
Fe−α , oddziaływania nadsubtelne.
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